Part I of this paper describes a new approach to the objective estimation of perceived speech quality. This new approach uses a simple but effective perceptual transformation and a distance measure that consists of a hierarchy of measuring normalizing blocks. Each measuring normalizing block integrates two perceptually transformed signals over some time or frequency interval to determine the average difference across that interval. This difference is then normalized out of one signal, and is further processed to generate one or more measurements. In Part II the resulting estimates of perceived speech quality are correlated with the results of nine subjective listening tests. Together, these tests include 219 4-kHz bandwidth speech codecs, transmission systems, and reference conditions, with bit rates ranging from 2.4 to 64 kb/s. When compared with six other estimators, significant improvements are seen in many cases, particularly at lower bit rates, and when bit errors or frame erasures are present. These hierarchical structures of measuring normalizing blocks, or other structures of measuring normalizing blocks may also address open issues in perceived audio quality estimation, layered speech or audio coding, automatic speech or speaker recognition, audio signal enhancement, and other areas.
I. Introduction
Part I of this paper describes a new approach to the objective estimation of perceived speech quality. This approach uses a simple but effective perceptual transformation, and a hierarchy of measuring normalizing blocks (MNBs) to compare perceptually transformed speech signals. In this second part of the paper, we evaluate these new objective estimators of perceived speech quality by comparison with the results of nine subjective tests. Together, these tests include 219 4-kHz bandwidth speech codecs, transmission systems, and reference conditions, with bit rates ranging from 2.4 to 64 kb/s. When compared with six other estimators, the MNB-based estimators show significant improvements in many cases, particularly at lower bit rates, and when bit errors or frame erasures are present. Benchmark objective estimates of perceived speech quality for standardized codecs are also provided.
II. Correlation with Subjective Test Results
The MNB structures defined in Part I of this paper produce auditory distance 
L(AD) values range from 0 to 1 and are positively correlated with perceived speech quality.
To judge the usefulness of the L(AD) values as estimators of relative perceived speech quality, we have compared L(AD) and six other established objective estimators of speech quality with the results of formal subjective tests. Nine absolute category rating (ACR) tests that use the 5-point mean opinion score (MOS) scale tests were available to us, and they are summarized in Table I . While the objective estimator structure more closely parallels degradation category rating (DCR) subjective tests, only ACR subjective tests were available for this study. Together, these nine tests include 219 4-kHz bandwidth speech codecs, transmission systems, and reference conditions, with bit rates ranging from 2.4 to 64 kb/s, and some analog conditions as well. Both flat and intermediate reference system (IRS) [1] filtered speech material was included. (IRS filtering simulates the sending response of a typical telephone handset.) A total of 22 hours of speech from at least 52 different speakers, both male and female, in three different languages was used. This collection of speech files and scores has allowed us to complete one of the most comprehensive tests of objective estimators of perceived relative speech quality.
Note that the nine formal subjective tests were provided to us by a variety of well-established subjective testing laboratories. Even so, subjective scores from different tests are not necessarily comparable unless the tests share enough common reference conditions to allow for the calculation of calibration factors. This fact is of little consequence here however, since the correlations described below are invariant to both the scaling and the shifting of subjective scores.
The six established estimators are SNR [2] , SNRseg [2] , perceptually weighted SNRseg (PWSNRseg) [3] , cepstral distance (CD) [2] , Bark spectral distortion (BSD) [4] , and noise disturbance (ND) which is the output of the perceptual speech quality measure (PSQM) algorithm that is defined in the main body of ITU-T Recommendation P.861 [5] , [6] . To create a uniform comparison, each of these estimators was passed through the logistic function in (2) . For each estimator, the constants a and b were selected to maximize the coefficient of correlation between the logistic function output and MOS across the nine subjective tests. The maximizing values of a and b are shown in Table II. The resulting coefficients of  correlation are shown in Table III . Pearson correlation is used throughout this paper.
The correlation values in Table III were calculated after averaging all available subjective scores for each condition of a given test to a single score for that condition. Similarly, for each condition of a given test, all available objective estimates were averaged to generate a single objective estimate for that condition. Thus, we refer to these correlation values as "per-condition" correlations. A more advanced analysis technique, described in [7] recognizes the importance of the distributions of the objective estimates and the subjective scores for each condition, how they influence confidence intervals, and in turn, the final conclusions that one draws from objective and subjective tests. Table III demonstrates again the limitations of SNR, SNRseg, and PWSNRseg as estimators of perceived speech quality. CD and BSD tend to show higher correlations for tests 5, 6 , and 7, which contain only conditions that tend to preserve waveforms. The PSQM result, L(ND) appears to be the most reliable of these six existing objective estimators, across these nine tests. Since tests 1-4, 8, and 9 contain conditions that are outside of the defined scope of the PSQM algorithm, we conclude that the PSQM algorithm can sometimes make useful estimates outside of its scope. Because the PSQM result, L(ND), appears to be the most reliable of these six objective estimators, we use it as the reference against which to compare L(AD). Table IV to allow for easy comparisons. Two versions of the estimators were evaluated. These versions differ only in the values of the weights used in (1) and constants a and b used in (2) .
The first version of each estimator was created by optimizing variables in (1) and (2) to maximize correlation between L(AD) and MOS across tests 1 and 2 only. The parameter a in (2) was absorbed into the weights in (1), resulting in 13 or 12 free variables. These variables were used to fit 1226 data points, so the fitting problem was over-determined by an approximate factor of 100. The resulting correlation values are shown in Table IV , columns 3 and 4. These columns show that this limited optimization results in an objective speech quality estimator that generalizes well to the other seven tests. This result is important because it indicates that these estimators do model perception and judgment, rather than inadvertently modeling some specific properties of the conditions in tests 1 and 2.
To create the most effective estimator, one must use all available data. Thus, we created a second version of each estimator by optimizing variables in (1) and (2) to maximize correlation across all nine tests. This involved fitting 11,812 data points, so the fitting problem was over-determined by a factor greater than 900. The resulting correlations are shown in columns 5 and 6 of Table IV . When all nine tests are considered together, MNB structure 2 appears to be slightly more useful than MNB structure 1. Both structures show dramatic improvements over the PSQM result, L(ND) on tests 3, 8 and 9, which contain the lower rate speech codecs, bit error, and frame erasure conditions. Tables III and IV provide a complete set of correlation results. Those tables can be used to compare the performance of 10 objective estimators across 9 different subjective tests. In addition, we selected four cases that display a wide range of correlation values and generated subjective-objective scatter plots. These plots allow for visual interpretations of per-condition correlation values. Each plot shows an objective estimator vs MOS, using a single point per condition. Figure 1 shows L(BSD) for test 3 where the per-condition correlation, ρ, is 0.368. Figure 2 shows L(ND) for test 3 where ρ=0.793. Figure 3 gives L(AD) using the fully optimized MNB structure 2, also on test 3, with ρ=0.959. Finally, Figure 4 shows L(AD) using the fully optimized MNB structure 1, on test 5, where ρ=0.986.
III. Observations and Discussion
The optimized values of the variables in (1) and (2) are given in Table A -I, found in Part I of this paper. Because the measurements have different variances, the weights do not indicate the relative importance of the measurements. Note that one weight in Table A -I is zero, indicating that the first measurement in MNB structure 2 does not presently provide useful information for this application. We retain this measurement for completeness, and for its potential future utility in this or other applications. In both structures, the first four weights are applied to FMNB measurements taken at the edges of the speech band. For MNB structure 1, the positive value of w(1) and the negative value of w(2), indicate that to maximize estimated speech quality, energy below 250 Hz (outside the telephony speech passband) should be minimized, but only if energy above 250 Hz can be retained. Similarly, the negative value of w(3) and the positive value of w(4) indicate that energy above 3250 Hz should be minimized, but not at the expense of energy below 3250 Hz. These data-driven mathematical results agree with our intuitions about in-band speech power and out-of-band noise. As part of a sensitivity analysis, we determined that when the weights in w are perturbed from their optimal values by 10%, resulting coefficients of correlation are reduced by about 1%. In addition, 1% and 0.1% perturbations in the weights result in 0.1% and 0.01% reductions in correlation, respectively. Table IV shows that correlations between fully optimized MNB estimators and subjective scores range from .910 to .986. Given the breadth of conditions covered by the nine tests, these are very encouraging results. In particular, the improved ability to estimate perceived speech quality for lower rate speech codecs, some of which are operating with bit errors or frame erasures, represents an important advance. Based on this improvement, ITU-T Recommendation P.861 has been updated by the inclusion of an MNB algorithm in Appendix II of the Recommendation [8] . The algorithm that appears there is an earlier version of MNB structure 2 described in this paper.
For unoptimized software implementations, we found that either of the MNB-based estimators requires approximately 920,000 floating-point operations to process 1 second (8000 samples) of speech. Because the bulk of these operations is devoted to the FFT, both MNB algorithms can be run at the same time using only 940,000 floating-point operations. Similarly, an unoptimized implementation of the PSQM algorithm required about 1.21 million floating-point operations to process 1 second (8000 samples) of speech.
We have also implemented the MNB estimators with the frame overlap reduced from 50% to zero. This reduces the number of computations in the unoptimized implementation by a factor of two but has surprisingly little impact on estimator performance for the conditions described in Table I . When the frame overlap is reduced to zero and the parameters given in Table A -I are optimized, the resulting coefficients of correlation shown in Table IV all change by less than 0.5% from their original values. In spite of this result, we do not recommend implementations with zero frame overlap because the estimator could be extremely vulnerable to certain periodic, frame-synchronous noises and distortions. In addition, 50% overlap of Hamming windows places equal weight on each speech sample but zero overlap does not.
We tested the MNB estimators to determine how sensitive they are to errors in delay estimation. Two groups of 96 speech files were selected for this test. One group had PSDs sufficiently preserved such that fine delay estimates (as described in Part I of this paper) were almost always possible. The second group contained more severely distorted speech files for which fine estimates were rarely possible. We refer to these two groups as the fine group and the coarse group, respectively. Once the actual delays of the files were determined, the files were shifted to create temporal misalignments of 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32 ms in both directions. The original, zero misalignment, L(AD) values for the 192 files used ranged from 0.16 (rather low quality) to 0.97 (very high quality). As expected, the temporal misalignments caused L(AD) to drop. We calculated the percentage drop in L(AD) for each file at each value of temporal misalignment. The percentage drop in L(AD) varied significantly between speech files. When averaged over all 96 files in a group, the results were very similar for the two MNB estimators, and for both time directions. Averaging over the two estimators and the two time directions yields the results in Table V . As expected, L(AD) drops more slowly for the files in the coarse group since an exact delay value does not even exist for those files.
IV. Benchmark Values
Tables VI-IX provide benchmark values of AD and L(AD) for both MNB algorithms. Results are given for 16 standardized speech codecs and for 14 modulated noise reference unit (MNRU) [9] conditions. Within each table, AD and L(AD) results generally agree with known results on the perceived quality of these codecs and MNRU conditions. These results provide context for AD or L(AD) measurements made on other codecs or conditions.
Each condition in Tables VI-IX was evaluated using a total of 64 English-language sentence pairs. These 64 sentence pairs come from 4 female and 4 male talkers, each providing 8 different sentence pairs. Together, the 64 sentence pairs last about 400 seconds. Two sets of values were computed. Wideband speech recordings were band limited to 200-3400 Hz using a flat bandpass filter and then passed through the 30 conditions listed in the tables. Values for this "flat speech" experiment are given in Tables VI and  VII . In addition, wideband speech was filtered according to the IRS sending sensitivity characteristic [1] and then passed through the 30 conditions. Values for this "IRS speech" experiment are given in Tables  VIII and IX . The tables provide a mean value taken across all 64 sentence pairs, as well as the half-width of the 95% confidence interval about that mean.
The MNRU is the most common reference condition for subjective and objective speech quality assessments. A common anchoring technique uses MNRU conditions with Q (SNR) values at 5-or 6-dB increments. We have provided benchmark values for MNRU conditions with Q values between 0 and 40 dB, in 5-and 6-dB increments. In addition, (3) through (6) (2), these results allow one to relate Q to L(AD). These relationships in turn allow reference to subjective test results that are given in terms of Q.
V. Conclusion
MNB structures estimate perceived speech quality by decomposing a codec output signal in a space defined partly by human hearing and judgment, and partly by the codec input signal. Nine ACR subjective tests, using the MOS scale were available for testing objective estimators of perceived speech quality. Together, these nine tests include 219 4-kHz bandwidth speech codecs, transmission systems, and reference conditions, with bit rates ranging from 2.4 to 64 kb/s. This collection of speech files and scores has allowed us to complete one of the most comprehensive tests of objective estimators of perceived relative speech quality. The new MNB-based estimators and six established estimators were tested.
These tests show that classical objective estimators based on SNR do not, in general, provide useful estimates of perceived speech quality. Pearson correlations between those estimates and subjective test results range from 0.22 to 0.64. More advanced methods like cepstral distance (correlations from 0.49 to 0.98) and Bark spectral distortion (correlations from 0.37 to 0.92) sometimes give high correlations but these methods still lack reliability when the broadest class of conditions is considered. The PSQM algorithm gives quite high correlations (0.98 to 0.99) for higher bit rate speech codecs operating over error-free channels, and impressive correlations over all (0.79 to 0.99). The MNB estimators provide the best results across all conditions considered in these tests.
When the MNB estimators were optimized using only two of the tests, they generalized well to the other seven tests. The correlations between subjective scores and the fully optimized MNB estimators range from .910 to .986. Given the breadth of conditions covered by the nine tests, these are very encouraging results. In particular, the improved ability to estimate perceived speech quality for lower rate speech codecs, some of which are operating with bit errors or frame erasures, represents an important advance. The two MNB structures presented and evaluated here were chosen for their balance of relatively low complexity and high performance as estimators of perceived speech quality across a wide range of conditions and quality levels. Other MNB structures may be more appropriate for more specific speech or audio quality estimation applications. In addition, these structures or other MNB structures may address open issues in perceived audio quality estimation, layered speech or audio coding, automatic speech or speaker recognition, audio signal enhancement, and other areas.
Formal subjective tests will very likely always provide the final definitive word when codecs and transmission systems are evaluated in major standardization, marketing, and procurement decisions. But objective estimators of perceived relative speech quality have a role to play as well. That role continues to expand as new estimators, like those described here, demonstrate increased reliability across broader ranges of test conditions. Perceptually consistent objective estimators of speech quality can provide a meaningful common language for designers and developers who wish to compare their results, but do not have access to subjective testing facilities. Estimators may also be consulted to aid in design decisions that might otherwise be made on the basis of a single designer's perception and judgment. In this situation, a large number of talkers, languages, or other relevant conditions can be tested with little effort in a comparatively short time. Finally, objective estimators are particularly well-suited for continuously monitoring speech transmission and storage systems of interest, and reporting deviations from established baseline quality levels. 
TABLE III PER-CONDITION PEARSON COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION BETWEEN SUBJECTIVE SCORES AND OBJECTIVE ESTIMATORS
Test L(SNR) L(SNRseg) L(PWSNRseg) L(CD) L(BSD) L(ND) 1
